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Discover
the benefits of
Electrolux finishing
equipment — make
your customers
happy
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Finishing made simple
Your laundry operation is unique. It has special demands in terms of quality,
output and types of garments and textiles to be processed. If not done
efficiently, finishing can be expensive and time-consuming. A customised
finishing solution that meets the specific requirements of your laundry operation
is the answer.
Know-how that makes the difference
To support your operation, we also offer finishing
know-how and total laundry solutions. We can help
with everything from dimensioning and installation to
training and preventive maintenance. All of this, to
optimise your laundry operation.
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Consistent and efficient
finishing for shirts
Let us help you increase output and ensure quality by finding the perfect finishing solution according to your specific needs.
The perfect shirt finishing solution
Our solution might include some of the following
Electrolux Professional equipment: ironing tables,
blown finishers, collar and cuff presses, cabinet
sleevers or cabinet shirt presses.
Our fully automatic shirt finishing systems, such as
the F4VA1 shirt finisher and F3AB2 collar and cuffs
press, provide fast and efficient finishing.
On the F4VA1 shirt finisher powerful hot air blowing
is used to inflate the shirt to its natural shape and

rapidly dries the fabric. This feature, combined with
steam injection and mechanical tensioning, ensures
a high-quality, consistent finish. What’s more, a
programmable microprocessor control regulates the
process according to moisture retention and fabric
type.
The machines are easy to use, even for unskilled
operators, ensuring high output and consistency. In
fact, one operator can process up to 40 shirts every
hour*.

F4VA1 shirt finisher

F3AB2 collar and cuff press

• tensioning shirt finisher for high quality finish can process
shirts of any fabric and size
• easy shirt positioning thanks to the vacuum body on the
front side
• reduced need for touch-up due to heated front hem clamp
• user-friendly control board with possibility to store 9
different programs

• collar and cuff press for top finish of any type of shirt
• fast and efficient setting of the shirt due to vacuum
operation, which also gives a quick drying
• optimal pressing of different types of fabric because of
variable pressing control
• head release timer improves productivity and ensures a
consistent finishing quality

*All production numbers used in this brochure are based on an average.
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The shirt
challenge
Finishing shirts can be overwhelming.
The process typically begins with a pile of clean shirts in a basket
(or in your arms). It is slow and labour intensive — and often the
backlog in the laundry process. Consistency is difficult.
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The trouser
challenge;
creases and
pleats
When it comes to finishing trousers, there is no
room for mistakes. Quite simply, the crease
must be straight and meet the pleat — perfectly.
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Finishing — an important last
step in the laundry process
We want the laundry output to be perfect. This is why we offer a complete
range of professional finishing equipment also for processing trousers,
including presses, professional finishing tables and trouser conditioners.
Top quality finish
An ideal solution is to install the F4CD trouser
conditioner and an F3TK1 finishing table. The steam
injection of the F4CD moistens the fabric to remove
creases and the powerful hot air blowing quickly
dries and finishes the fabric. The F4CD trouser
conditioner is very user-friendly and can be used for
trousers of different types, shapes and lengths. The
versatile design of the finishing table means that it
can meet a wide variety of finishing needs.

For cleaning operations with high demands on output, the F4CD trouser conditioner and F3AA3 leg
shape press is the answer. The controlled high
pressure of the leg press ensures a sharp crease
in the trouser leg and a consistent finish.

F4CD trouser conditioner

F3AA3 leg shape press

•
•
•
•
•

• air-operated leg shape press for high production output
• high quality finish due to steam operation from both
head and buck
• efficient pressing of different kinds of fabric because of
variable pressing control
• optimal operator comfort due to adjustable pedals

trouser conditioner for superior finish of any type of trousers
very simple to use with two pedal operation
even drying due to side-to-side waist tensioning
independently adjustable parameters, e.g. blowing power
anti-stretch feature prevents delicate fabric from being
overstretched
• easy-to-use control panel can store 9 different programs
• optimal shaping of the trousers due to large waist expanders
• eliminated need of touch-up thanks to large fly clamp

Safe, user-friendly systems for high output
Electrolux Professional’s systems for finishing
trousers are designed for maximum operator safety.
The equipment is also easy to use, which allows the
operator to process a large number of finished
garments.
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The challenge
to look and
feel the best...
We all see and appreciate when our
garments are succesfully finished.
This is when we look and feel the best!
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...requires an Electrolux
Professional solution for your jacket
Coats and jackets come in every shape, size and type of fabric imaginable.
However, they must be perfectly finished to make you look and feel the best;
we recommend an Electrolux Professional multi-finisher and finishing table.

Versatile, high output multi-finisher
The F4WA multi-finisher is a highly versatile machine
for finishing jackets and coats. The combination of
tensioning devices, steam injection and hot air blowing eliminates wrinkles and reforms the garment
back to its original shape.
It is so efficient that one operator can process up to
40 jackets every hour. What’s more, a user-friendly
microprocessor stores up to 9 programmes and
controls all functions.

High quality and productivity
The overall finish of a jacket is made on the multifinisher while the last touch-up is easily done on the
F3TK1 table.
The professional F3TK1 finishing table has many
features such as a powerful vacuum and hot air
blowing that help even unskilled operators achieve
high output and quality finishing results. For your
cleaning operation, this means higher productivity
and improved economy.

F4WA multi-finisher

F3TK1 finishing table

• tensioning form-finisher for perfect finish of jackets and coats
• finishes any size and shape due to telescoping form and
adjustable shoulders
• rotating form (180°) for easy and ergonomical handling of
garments
• easy-to-use control board, rich in features, can store 9 different
programs
• anti-stretching device to prevent delicate fabric from being
overstretched

•
•
•
•

high production output due to vacuum and blowing features
allows all-round finishing because of utility buck shape
top quality table made of solid construction
possibility to select among a wide range of options to find
the ideal configuration for your specific finishing needs
• optimal operator comfort thanks to adjustable table height
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One-stop shopping
for all your finishing needs
With Electrolux Professional’s finishing equipment you can choose from a
complete range of easy-to-use, highly automated finishing presses to basic
electrically-heated ironing tables for small scale operations or for big production
volumes depending on your needs. In addition to boosting the productivity
of your laundry operation, our finishing equipment ensures top quality finishing,
garment after garment.
Professional ironing tables
Electrolux Professional offers high quality ironing
tables of different sizes and shapes. Choose
between vacuum tables, vacuum/blowing tables or
ironing tables with additional steam from the buck.
For operator comfort, a number of ironing tables
can be adjusted in height to ensure an ergonomic
working position. The tables are available either
with built-in boiler or prepared for central steam
connection.
The portable F4TD ironing table is an example of
a simple, low-cost alternative to the traditional
ironing table. It is ideal for laundries with low output
demands and limited floor space. Because this
ironing table is electrically heated, installation is
simple. All you need is a domestic electrical supply.
Every F4TD ironing table comes with a durable,
self-feed steam iron. The F4TD ironing table is
equipped with a small boiler that gives you 2 hours
of continuous ironing. The table allows you to do
easy touch-up. It can be installed in your drop off
store or by the counter for excellent quick and easy
touch-up.

F4TD ironing table
• solid portable table for easy touch-up of garments
• electric steam iron and boiler with capacity of 2 hours
continuous ironing
• easy garment positioning on the table due to vacuum
operation
• optimal operator comfort thanks to adjustable table height

Heavy-duty presses
Electrolux Professional’s finishing equipment
includes a selection of heavy-duty presses. The
models are arranged for dry work (padded head) or
laundered work (polished head). What’s more, our
heavy-duty presses come in a wide variety of
shapes for most pressing applications.

F3AA1 Utility Dry Work Press

F3AB1 Utility Laundry Press
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The stain
challenge
In order to ensure the customers nice and clean
garments, a reliable spotting table is of essence. The
F3SA spotting table is the complete spotting unit needed
for efficient stain removal. The table has all the necessary
features for pre- and post spotting and comes with a
solid stainless steel board and a sleeve spotting arm
within easy reach. The F3SA is equipped with two
spotting guns, each with an independent fluid circuit,
and additional tanks for liquid spotting agents. The
separate air gun helps to accelerate the drying of the
treated stains.
This is the end of stains for you and your customers!

F3SA spotting table
• solid spotting table for perfect stain removal
• stainless steel board for corrosion resistance
• spotting arm for optimal reach of fine stains in
difficult-to-reach areas
• 2 spotting guns with containers for stain removal liquids
• air gun for efficient drying of treated areas

For more information on finishing equipment from Electrolux Professional please refer to our website: www.electrolux.com/laundrysystems

Share more of our thinking at www.electrolux.com
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